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Wheat deregulation is an act of
economic warfare on Australia

he Australian government’s
push to fully deregulate wheat
exports betrays Australia’s wheat
farmers to predatory global grain
cartel companies and commodity speculators, charged Citizens
Electoral Council leader Craig
Isherwood today.
“This final act of wheat deregulation,to extinguish the last remaining regulatory mechanism of
the old Wheat Board, is the latest
blow to Australian industry, in the
decades-long economic warfare
offensive on Australia unleashed
under Hawke and Keating,” he said.
“It is a calculated assault on
Australia’s family farmers, our national food security, and our capacity to feed millions of people around the world.”
Isherwood said deregulation would be the final nail in the coffin
of a once stable, regulated national wheat industry that was able to
be a major, independent player in the global wheat market, out of
reach of the multinational grain traders such as Cargill and Bunge.
“Every attack on the wheat industry’s regulatory protections
since the privatisation of the Australian Wheat Board into AWB
Ltd. in 1999 has been to profit the predatory grain cartel,” he said.
“The industry has been a big target of the British-directed drive
to strip Australia of every protection under which our nation was
once a powerful, agro-industrial economy.”
Isherwood explained,“The private grain cartel companies hated
AWB and its counterpart the Canadian Wheat Board, because
such national single desk arrangements protected those nations’
wheat growers from the predatory trading practices the cartel
companies use to create wild market fluctuations that enable the
traders to buy cheap off the growers and sell dear to customers,
and generate enormous profits.”
(It was grain cartel companies including Cargill through their
front U.S.WheatAssociates who blew up the scandal that was used
to finally kill off the AWB, by feeding a Murdoch media journalist,
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Caroline Overington, with damaging
information. “They obviously had an
agenda,” Overington admitted to the
March 24, 2009 Freedom of Speech
conference in Sydney.“They wanted to
see AWB destroyed.”)
“They successfully destroyed AWB,
they now intend to get the government
to strip away the last regulatory protection, and then the way will be clear
for the cartel companies to destroy all
remaining vestiges of collective grower
power in Australia, such as Cooperative
Bulk Handling (CBH) in Western Australia—the targeting of CBH is already
underway.
“Food production is precious, in a
world where a billion people are starving,” he said. “Under great
leaders of previous generations, such as Country Party giant John
‘Black Jack’ McEwen, food production was protected through
government regulation, to give farmers the best possible chance
to produce.Those leaders thought it was enough that farmers had
to battle the elements—they shouldn’t have to battle predatory
global traders too. This was the outlook that led the Australian
government to establish the Wheat Board in the first place.”
Isherwood concluded, “It is absolutely necessary to fight the
push by the government and global grain cartel for full wheat
deregulation, but that fight is one part of a much broader fight
against all of the deregulation policies that have caused so much
destruction to Australia’s industries and communities. At stake is
Australia’s survival as a nation with an industrial economy that can
feed its people and more besides.
“The CEC is leading this fight.Our national resolution campaign,
The Future of Australia: Develop or Die, calls for the repeal of all such
destructive deregulation policies since Hawke and Keating. Every
concerned Australian should confront their elected officials on
where they stand on these issues, and if they are also opposed,
what they intend to do about them. And there’s really only one
thing to do: Join the CEC.”

Order your free information Develop or Die pack today!
Fill in the coupon to request a copy of
our Develop or Die pack, including The
Takedown of Glass-Steagall, Craig Isherwood Calls for an Australian Pecora
Commission, and the “Defeat the British Crown’s Green Fascist Dictatorship”
New Citizen newspaper, or call toll-free
1800 636 432 or send this coupon to:
CEC, PO Box 376, Coburg,Victoria, 3058
and please leave ALL your details.
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RESOLUTION

The Future of Australia:
Develop or Die
Whereas:
The presently ruling policies of globalisation, privatisation, deregulation and free trade, together with
the enforcement of “environmentalist” policies so radical that they are best described as “green fascism”,
are plunging the vast majority of Australians—along with most of the rest of the world—into poverty
and misery; destroying our once-great nation; and eliminating any meaningful future for our children,

Be it therefore resolved:
1) That the entire body of “globalist” economic reforms introduced by the Hawke-Keating régimes
beginning 1983 and relentlessly extended since then, be scrapped, together with all the equallymurderous, radical environmentalist legislation enacted since that time;
2) That this nation return to the traditional protectionist, well-regulated form of agro-industrial economy
under which we once flourished, typified by the agreement in outlook between “old Labor” as
exemplified by ALP prime ministers John Curtin and Ben Chifley, on the one hand, and Country Party
leader and longtime Trade and Industries Minister John “Black Jack” McEwen, on the other;
3) That we must re-regulate our national financial system upon two essential pillars:
a) the immediate separation of sound commercial banking which benefits the average
Australian, from the speculative merchant banking activities which have grown like a
cancer under financial deregulation, both in this country and worldwide and which have
largely caused the present, ever-deepening global financial crisis; the well-known precedent
for such a separation is the 1933 U.S. Glass-Steagall Act, which President Franklin Delano
Roosevelt used to bring his nation and the world out of the Great Depression, and whose
adoption is presently being debated in numerous countries around the world;
b) the immediate re-establishment of a new, government-owned national bank to provide
credit for urgently needed great infrastructure projects as the engine to drive a great new
renaissance in our agro-industrial, physical economy; we must have a sovereign Australian
national credit system, not a London/Wall Street-controlled monetarist system, to enable us
to secure the well-being of all Australians instead of just the privileged few, as under the
present, monetarist system.
4) That we, the undersigned, will exert our utmost efforts to bring these reforms into reality, NOW!
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Please send signed resolution to: CEC Australia, PO Box 376, Coburg, Victoria 3058

